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The romantic tension between Blake Burns and Jennifer McCoy heats up in this
highly anticipated sequel to THAT MAN 1.

Still engaged to her college boyfriend, Jennifer finds herself more and more
attracted to her sexy as sin boss yet has no clue he’s that man she kissed
blindfolded in a game of Truth or Dare. Unable to suppress her feelings, she
wonders: is fantasizing about your boss a form of cheating?

Meanwhile, Blake, a player who’s never had a relationship, has no clue how to
get to first base with Jennifer. Determined to prove that her fiancé, Bradley Wick,
DDS, is a dweeb and definitely the wrong man for her, he puts Operation
Dickwick into full force. No holds barred.

An unforgettable weekend in Vegas and an unexpected discovery change the
game for both of them—for better and for worse.
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The romantic tension between Blake Burns and Jennifer McCoy heats up in this highly anticipated sequel to
THAT MAN 1.

Still engaged to her college boyfriend, Jennifer finds herself more and more attracted to her sexy as sin boss
yet has no clue he’s that man she kissed blindfolded in a game of Truth or Dare. Unable to suppress her
feelings, she wonders: is fantasizing about your boss a form of cheating?

Meanwhile, Blake, a player who’s never had a relationship, has no clue how to get to first base with Jennifer.
Determined to prove that her fiancé, Bradley Wick, DDS, is a dweeb and definitely the wrong man for her,
he puts Operation Dickwick into full force. No holds barred.

An unforgettable weekend in Vegas and an unexpected discovery change the game for both of them—for
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Editorial Review

Review
"Funny Sexy Perfection. Equal parts Tangled and Beautiful Bastard!"--Adriane Leigh, USAToday
Bestselling Author

*
"This is a 5-star book in a 5-star series and is sure tomake you melt. Blake Burns lights up the pages
with his Alpha attitude. He'llleave you screaming, 'MORE!'"--RandomMusesomy
*
"Sweet, sexy, amusing, and unforgettable. Be prepared foranother hot, sexy, and humorous
read."--LoveBetween the Sheets Book Blog
*
"Hot, heavy, steamy. On the wall, on the floor, everywhere steam!" --Three Chicks and Their Books
*
 "The chemistry between Blake and Jennifer is amazing! I feltlike I was there with them."--SubClubBooks
*
"Packed with more intense romance and suspense that willjust blow your head into the water.
Amazing!"--WhisperedThoughts Book Blog
*
"Funny, sexy and sweet. I love Jennifer and Blake!"--WindingStairs Book Blog
*
"Highly recommend if you want a funny, sexy, quick read with a strong heroine."--The Book Bellas
*
"Aagh! I need more now! I love this series."--TwinOpinions Book Blog
*
"Blake will make you laugh outloud and wish you could have him with you in your
bed."-ArianneRichmonde, USA Today Bestselling
*
"Should be called 'What a Man!' Awesome book. Incrediblysexy and hot!" --Amazon Reviewer

                                                            

From the Author
Hope you continue to enjoy scorchin' hot Blake Burns and his Tiger! MWAH!

About the Author
Nelle L'Amour is a NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY Bestselling Author who lives in Los Angeles
with her Prince Charming-ish husband, twin teenage princesses, and a bevy of royal pain-in-the-butt pets. A
former executive in the entertainment and toy industries with a prestigious Humanitus Award to her credit,
she gave up playing with Barbies a long time ago but still enjoys playing with toys with her husband. While
she writes in her PJ's, she loves to get dressed up and pretend she's Hollywood royalty. She writes juicy
stories with characters that will make you both laugh and cry and stay in your heart forever. In addition to the
That Man trilogy, she is the author of the best-selling erotic romance Gloria's Secret and its sequel, Gloria's
Revenge, the Seduced by the Park Avenue Billionaire boxed set, and the highly rated Amazon bestseller,
Undying Love. Nelle loves to hear from her readers. Connect to her at: nellelamour@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/NelleLamourAuthor www.twitter.com/nellelamour
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Users Review

From reader reviews:

Shirley Daniels:

Do you have favorite book? Should you have, what is your favorite's book? E-book is very important thing
for us to know everything in the world. Each book has different aim or perhaps goal; it means that reserve
has different type. Some people experience enjoy to spend their a chance to read a book. These are reading
whatever they get because their hobby is reading a book. Consider the person who don't like examining a
book? Sometime, person feel need book when they found difficult problem as well as exercise. Well,
probably you should have this THAT MAN 2: (That Man Series).

Brian Paige:

With other case, little folks like to read book THAT MAN 2: (That Man Series). You can choose the best
book if you'd prefer reading a book. So long as we know about how is important some sort of book THAT
MAN 2: (That Man Series). You can add knowledge and of course you can around the world by the book.
Absolutely right, due to the fact from book you can realize everything! From your country until finally
foreign or abroad you will end up known. About simple point until wonderful thing you could know that. In
this era, we can easily open a book as well as searching by internet device. It is called e-book. You can
utilize it when you feel bored stiff to go to the library. Let's read.

Jason Allen:

The book untitled THAT MAN 2: (That Man Series) contain a lot of information on the item. The writer
explains the woman idea with easy approach. The language is very clear and understandable all the people,
so do not necessarily worry, you can easy to read this. The book was published by famous author. The author
brings you in the new period of time of literary works. You can read this book because you can read on your
smart phone, or gadget, so you can read the book within anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-
book, you can open their official web-site in addition to order it. Have a nice read.

Linda Bryant:

That reserve can make you to feel relax. This particular book THAT MAN 2: (That Man Series) was colorful
and of course has pictures on the website. As we know that book THAT MAN 2: (That Man Series) has
many kinds or style. Start from kids until youngsters. For example Naruto or Private eye Conan you can read
and feel that you are the character on there. So , not at all of book are make you bored, any it can make you
feel happy, fun and chill out. Try to choose the best book for you personally and try to like reading that will.
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